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            A fundamental problem in rare-disease diagnostics is the lack of consensus as to which genes have sufficient evidence to attribute causation. To address this issue, we have created PanelApp (https://panelapp.genomicsengland.co.uk), a publicly available knowledge base of curated virtual gene panels.
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Fig. 2: PanelApp genome coverage.[image: ]
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Fig. 4: PanelApp traffic-light system for evidence level.[image: ]



                


                
            

            
                Data availability

              
              PanelApp is a publicly available database. The user interface can be found at https://panelapp.genomicsengland.co.uk/, and the API can be found at https://panelapp.genomicsengland.co.uk/api/docs/. The PanelApp software is available from https://github.com/genomicsengland/panelapp/.
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Extended data

Extended Data Fig. 1 Reviews of genes in PanelApp over time.
The number of reviews on panels for the 100,000 Genomes Project from external reviewers (blue) and Genomics England curators (red) in PanelApp for each month. The peaks at November 2015, February 2016 and August 2017 are largely due to the import of many reviews to the Intellectual disability panel. The peak at December 2015 is due to the import of many reviews to the Hereditary neuropathy (Charcot Marie-Tooth) panel. The peak at November 2017 corresponds to the launch of PanelApp database release 2.0, with some reviews under this peak pre-dating this month.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Worldwide coverage of PanelApp Reviewers.
Map of the location of registered PanelApp external reviewers as of January 2019. The map was generated by extracting the country from PanelApp users’ workplace email addresses and plotting on a world map.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Profile of reviews for each current gene status.
For genes on version 1+ gene panels in the 100,000 Genomes Project, the current rating (green, amber, red, grey) is plotted on the x-axis. For each, the number of reviews from external reviewers (in January 2019) in which the reviewer rated the gene green, amber or red is plotted on the y-axis, demonstrating an overall consensus for the current rating. Genes are converted to grey by a Genomics England curator if reviews suggest that the gene should be removed from the panel, and the majority will be given a red rating by external reviewers.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Changes to gene panels after expert review and further curation for five example panels.
The number and rating (green/amber/red) of genes on the first (v0) and latest versions (as of January 2019, v1+) of five example panels in PanelApp. No overall changes to the two green genes in the classical tuberous sclerosis panel were made from version 0 to version 1; these are two well-established genes found on all source panels with a high level of evidence for disease-causation. For the intellectual disability panel, there was little consensus between the four original sources and therefore few green genes prior to external review. After external review and curation, the number of green genes expanded significantly (version 1 compared to version 0). A comprehensive update of the version 1 intellectual disability panel was subsequently undertaken, and due to a large number of additional green genes the panel was promoted to version 2. Continual updates to the panels are reflected in the minor version (for example 595 of the intellectual disability panel).
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